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The essential guide to watching one piece

One Piece is a manga-based anime series that first aired in 1999, back when anime was still a relatively niche hobby. But now, more than twenty years and 927 episodes later, One Piece has cemented itself as the most popular series to come out of Japan, period. But for newcomers, this behemoth of
anime can seem overwhelming. Fortunately for them, there is an easy way to significantly reduce viewing time without missing any important moments of history. How can you ask? Just skip all fillers in One Piece! What do rags mean in anime? Fillers are anime-only episodes that show content that never
appeared in the manga/light novel. In other words, these are episodes that are not canon. Filler episodes in anime are mostly used to give time to the author/mangaka to produce more content. For example, when an anime based on a manga, when aligned with it, the anime team must decide to either go
on hiatus or air filler episodes (which are not related to the main plot and cannot affect the story). Overall, filler episodes can be skipped, since they usually don't add anything to the original story. How many rags episodes are there in One Piece? At the time of writing, out of the currently broadcast 927
episodes, 103 of them are rags. Since each episode is around 20 minutes long, there are a whopping 34 hours of fillers that you can easily skip by following our One Piece filler list!  Now some of these episodes are standalone, while others form rags bows. Filler arches are short-page stories consisting of
more than one episode. Which One Piece bows are fillers? Warship Island Arc (episodes 54-61) - This is the first story arc in the series that is not based on any content from manga, which in turn makes it One Piece's first filler bow. This filler arch has two main plot holes. In it, Zoro can be seen cutting
steal, although he learns this skill much later, in the series, under the Alabasta Arc. The crew also sees dragons in this arch, but when they see dragons left in the Punk Hazard Arc they behave as if it is the first time they see such a creature. Post-Alabasta Arc (131-135) - This rags arch has five
standalone episodes focusing on the past and the goals of most of the Straw Hat Pirates. Luffy and Robin are the only two who don't get their own episode. Goat Island (136-138) - In this arc, Straw Hat Pirates helps an old man named Zenny get his ship into the water while hiding from the Marines on an
unknown island. Ruluka Island (139-143) - This arc differs slightly from manga, as in it, going merry is shown to fall apart after being blasted out of the Monkey's Concert with too much power. The ship is then patched up in Ruluka before Straw Hats heads out. While in the manga, Going Merry is badly
damaged by Hina's attack at the end of the Alabasta Arc. G-8 (196-206) - This is the series' filler bow, standing on 11 episodes. However, it is considered by many to be One Piece's greatest filler bow, thanks to its fun and engaging villain. So if you don't mind the length, consider giving this one a chance.
Ocean's Dream (220-224) - The story in this arc is based on the One Piece video game, called Ocean's Dream for PlayStation. It is the first and last arc based on a video game. Foxy Returns (225-226) - This bow sees our heroes meet Foxy pirates again. Ice Hunter/Lovely Land(326-335) - The story in
this arch takes place on a winter island where the crew battles the bounty hunter group known as the Accino family. Spa Island (382-384) - This is the second rags bow where Foxy pirates take the helm as villains. Little East Blue (426-429) - This arc serves as a lead-up to One Piece Film: Strong World.
So if you're interested in watching the movie, you can check this out. Z's Ambition (575-578) - Just like Little East Blue this arc is also a movie tie-in. That movie is One Piece Film: Z Ceasar Retrieval (626-628) - In this arc, Ceasar Clown is kidnapped by Thousand Sunny by a mysterious person with
abnormal abilities. Silver Mine(747-750) - This arch finds our heroes trying to escape the Silver Mine, it also serves as the lead-up to One Piece Film: Gold Marine Rookie (780-782) - This arch marks the second time Luffy and his group infiltrate a marine base. The first is the G-8 arc. Cidre Guild(895-896)
- Cidre Guild is the shortest rags arch in the entire anime consisting of only two episodes. There is also a special bow, tied in with the film, One Piece: Stampede. Individual filler episodes in One Piece There are some rags episodes in One Piece that don't form a bow. These are usually found in cannon
arches or are spin-off single episode side stories. They can be skipped! Here's the full list: Episode 50: Usopp vs Daddy The Father! Showdown at High Noon! Episode 99: The Spirit of Fakes! The heart of the rebel army, Kamyu! Episode 102: Ruins and Lost Ways! Vivi, her friends, and the country's form
Episode 213: Round 3! Round and round roller race! Episode 214: Burning Roller Race! Dash into the final round! Episode 279: Jump into the waterfall! Luffy's Feelings!! Episode 280: A Man's Lifestyle! Zoros Techniques, Usopp's Dream Episode 281: A Bond of Friendship Woven by Tears! Nami's map of
the world! Episode 282: Separation magnified a man! Sanji and Chopper Episode 283: All for my friends! The darkness in Robin! Episode 291: Boss Luffy returns! A Dream or Reality Lottery Trouble episode 292: The Great Mochimaki Race to the Castle! Conspiracy of Red Nose Episode 303: The
Criminal is Boss Luffy? Chase the Lost Big Sakura Tree Episode 317: Girl Searching for Yagara! Major investigation into the water metropolis! Episode 318: The Mother Is Zoro's Slapstick Housework Help Episode 336: Sanji Crashes! The mysterious old man and intense cooking episode 406: special
historical arc - boss Luffy appears again Episode 407: Special Historical Arc - Destroy! Thriller Company's Trap Episode 457: Special Retrospective Before Marineford - The Promises of the Siblings! Episode 458: Special retrospective before Marineford - Mount! The Three Admirals Episode 492: The
Strongest Tag Team! Luffy and Toroko's hard fight! Episode 499: The Battle against the Big Tiger! Who wants to be the captain! Episode 542: Team Formation! Save Chopper Episode 590: The strongest collaboration of history vs. Glutton of the Sea Episode 907: 20th anniversary! Special Romance
Dawn ▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂A piece is as close as you can get to a perfect series, while it may seem exaggerated, but it's the status Oda's unrivalled hard work has earned him in the last 20 years of putting his body through hell to produce the best of content for fans' delight. Character work,
Backstories, Drama, Adventure, Mysteries, Over the Top Targets, World Building, Ask You and Oda Do Better Than Anyone. But Oda's work doesn't get as much recognition from the newer generation as 800+ episodes is a daunting task, which is true to say the least. Even if it pays to get into One Piece,
the number is enough to crush someone's spirits. So here's me with a guide to watching One Piece faster and getting through early slow start that focuses on character introductions. So you can get to things that matter and directly in relation to the plot, fast.▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂What is one
piece about? One Piece is about pirates traveling through the vast oceans in search of the great treasure called One Piece. Whoever will find the treasure will earn the seal title pirate king something that every pirate at sea wants to become. Back tracked to 22 years before the present time and death of
the then Pirate King, Gold Roger ushered the world into a great pirate era. His dying words drove countless people out to sea in search of his treasure, One Piece. You want my treasure? You can have it! Search for it! I left everything I gathered together in that place! Enter our Brain Dead but fun main
character called Monkey D Luffy who idealizes Gold Roger and dreams of becoming the Pirate King by finding One Piece. He is so obsessed with his dream, his slogan is actually I am Luffy and I will be the king of pirates and he does not leave a single opportunity slide to let others know about it. He is
joined by his loyal crew as they travel through the harsh oceans of the Grand Line solving mysteries and defeating strong enemies in search of One Piece and fulfilling their individual goals.━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━Where to start?||||| Episode East BlueSpecial Covers The first 44 episodesA of the
compatible I've heard from those who joined One Piece is they say it's boring, therefore it's not as big as the fans make it seem like they call it shit. The problem is that they quit early within 20 or 30 episodes that are nowhere near enough time to be invested in a Shounen Anime. Anyone with experience
with Shounen will tell you, you must at least watch 50 episodes of a Shounen to get hooked. It is true with DBZ as you it is only after Saiyan Saga that most people get hooked on it. With Gintama it is after 55 who think it is borin get hooked. The same goes for One Piece. The majority of fandom will tell
you The Arlong Park is what gets you hooked on One Piece which ranges from the 30th to the 48th episode. The first 44 episodes focus on the protagonist Luffy looking for members for his pirate crew. These episodes have character arcs for the members he will recruit accros 5 bows. The arches focus
on their character, backstory and their motives, so that the audience can connect better to the characters. You will find all these things explained to you in lightening the fast pace of the recently released Episode Of Ease Blue. The special has cannon material without fillers whatsoever with a runtime of
only about 90 minutes. Think about how much time you can save if you see it compared to the 48 episodes that can bore you because of the filler and take a lot of time. But with the special, you can blitz through them with good animation. Some of the scenes may seem rushed into it, but it's expected
since they had to focus on so many things in a 90-minute special. Do not worry, but as the special mediator what is necessary to get invested.━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━I am hooked, what should I do after that? If you find yourself intrested in One Piece after seeing the special and want to continue, there are
2 ways you can go from here. The first is what I would advise is that you look right after the East Blue saga and continue with the OP from the 45th episode on. In this way you will get to spend more time with the characters and get a better understanding of their motives and the decisions they will make
going forward in the series. You'll see the characters evolve and gain an understanding of their emotional stands that become important. This way you can also get used to the show's pacing and Odas storytelling style, understanding that will come in handy when you get to the later stages of the
show.━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━Second Way - Skip Fillers And Arcs.While One Piece is a slow burner, there's a point where it gets hotter than any girlfriend you've ever had. The first 230 episodes, while still good, are like tea appetizers before the main course. Ask any One Piece fan and he will tell you the
best One Piece has to offer is from 227 to 490. So is a way to skip fillers and arcs that don't matter for now (they just become important later), so you can quickly get to the best piece must show.━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━What you want to see||||| Logue Town Arc - 45-53See this is very necessary as it
sheds some light on the pirate king's life (some protagonist Luffy looks up to) and reveals of some of the most important characters the story officially introduces much later in their respective bows or roles they must play.|||||| Laboon Arc - 62-63 Another extremely important arc. Not only does it shed light
on Luffy's goals and how to achieve it, but the two signs introduced into the arc prove to be very important in later arcs. The main story of the arch also gets a salary much later, so not only is this one must see, but something you should remember on the back of your head. You'll be surprised by the
payout it gets.||||| Drum Islnd Arc - 78-91Buene is not of great importance, but you need to see it when it introduces a new crew member for Luffy, his backstory, and his goals.|||| Alabasta Arc - 92-130One Piece first long arc that introduces many plot points not only related to the main plot of history, but
other things that I can not name, but also become of importance in later arcs. This is where Oda shone and showed off for the first time what he can do when he takes his time. It only gets better from this experiment when he learns from it and does much better arcs learning from this experience.|||| Jaya
Arc - 144-152Buen is of great importance for the large amount of foreshadowing. Although most of the foreshadowing is for the chapters hundreds in advance, it introduces us to one of the main antagonists of the series. That alone is enough to see it, but episode 152 is just a huge bundle of information
that can blow someone's mind away in retrospect. Probably one of his best a piece of episodes.||||| Anything from 227 And beyond━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━What not to WatchPretty much every episode not mentioned above. It's a cannon bow that's crucial to history much later. In fact, we have not yet even
reached a point where this arc becomes relevant to the main story, but that day will come one day. The arc is called Skypiea Arc which ranges from the 153rd to 195th episode. Because of that, I recommend skipping the arch for the time and you can see it later when you get to Time Skip. I would advise
it's the best time to go back and see the 2 arches that foreshadowings of these arches start kicking in after Timeskip.▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂It was petty much there, leave some questions below if you have any.▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂ any.▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂▂
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